LILY CAI CHINESE DANCE COMPANY

ALLEY CATS

ADONIS PUENTES AND THE VOICE OF CUBA ORCHESTRA

MIWA MATREYEK

THE KINGSTON TRIO

M-PACT

CAPITOL STEPS
FOR TICKETS
Visit www.events.caltech.edu or call (626) 395-4652 for further information.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2017 / 8 PM
LILY CAI CHINESE DANCE COMPANY
“Elegant, innovative, and captivating, the Lily Cai Chinese Dance Company melds ancient Chinese forms with modern dance in an artistic and inventive marriage of styles.” — Broadway World
$42, $37, $32 / $10 Youth

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2017 / 8 PM
ALLEY CATS
JINGLE BELL ROCK
A Doo-Wop Holiday Show
“These guys are a tough act to follow; talented, funny and a must see.” — Jay Leno
$42, $37, $32 / $10 Youth

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 2018 / 8 PM
ADONIS PUENTES AND THE VOICE OF CUBA ORCHESTRA
“Original compositions richly imbued with tradition; superb arrangements with an international flavor; a world-class band that delivers with great precision; witty, intelligent lyrics inspired by everyday life...” — Latin Jazz Network
$42, $37, $32 / $10 Youth

FRIDAY, MARCH 9, 2018 / 8 PM
MIWA MATREYEK
THIS WORLD MADE ITSELF / MYTH & INFRASTRUCTURE
A multimedia live performance combining projected animation and the artist’s own shadow silhouette. This World Made Itself is a visually rich journey through the history of the Earth. Myth & Infrastructure conjures dreamlike scenes as Matreyek traverses oceanscapes, cityscapes and domestic spaces.
$30 (general admission) / $10 Youth

SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 2018 / 8 PM
THE KINGSTON TRIO
The Trio’s trademark three-part harmony and clean, crisp sound keeps them touring 30 weeks out of the year. “...broadly credited with bringing folk music to a mainstream audience in the late 1950s” — Bozeman Daily Chronicle
$45, $40, $35 / $10 Youth

SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 2018 / 8 PM
M-PACT
Pop/Jazz A Cappella Group
M-pact has cultivated a new generation of ears hungry for the fresh, raw power of nature’s “first instrument” — the human voice.
“One of the best pop-jazz vocal groups in the world.” — San Francisco Chronicle
$42, $37, $32 / $10 Youth

SATURDAY, MAY 5, 2018 / 8 PM
CAPITOL STEPS
Political Satire
“They are constantly changing to keep up with the latest headlines...it features songs that would make Weird Al Yankovic proud.” — The Washington Post
$45, $40, $35 / $10 Youth

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2017 / 8 PM
ALLEY CATS
JINGLE BELL ROCK
A Doo-Wop Holiday Show
“These guys are a tough act to follow; talented, funny and a must see.” — Jay Leno
$42, $37, $32 / $10 Youth

All events are held in Beckman Auditorium on the Caltech campus. Events, dates and times are subject to change.